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ANGLER'S
GUIDE

Tournament resources, FAQs, rule reminders
and more for teams fishing for the 2022
OSFC/BOB CRR Walleye Tournament!

@Otter Street Fishing Club

•

Battle on Bago

frequently asked questions
In addition to the tournament rules and online resources Otter Street and Battle on Bago
have provided, please also review the this angler resource guide to ensure you
understand the essentials. If you have any additional questions, please ask them at the
rules meeting or reach out to Tournament Directors Jim Erdman (920) 379-9052 or Glenn
Curran (920) 410-0313 for clarification.

What happens if we lose our score card and/or chip?
You will take a 0.00 for the day. It is extremely important you keep
track of these items as they are your key to registering fish.

What happens if we lose our bump board?
You will be charged $50. You will then receive a temporary
replacement, to be turned in after the tournament concludes.

How do we know how to use the bump boards compliantly?
Review the the entirety of this guide for clear, visual instructions on
use, and to access all angler resources, including the tournament
rules.
These should clear up any questions on acceptable use. This will be
reviewed during the rules meeting, and as always with specific
questions – reach out to Tourney Directors.

What type of digital camera should we use?
It is the responsibility of the angler to bring a digital camera that
works with the following SDHC card.
This is the SD card we will be using for the tournament:
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frequently asked questions
What do I need to turn in after Day 1?
Turn in your Ziplock including everything that was issued in it at the
start of the tournament.
The SD Card will be cleared and ready to go for you to use on Day 2.

What do I need to turn in at the end of the tournament?
Everything you were issued at the beginning of the tournament:
Contents of the Ziploc bag
Clipboard
SD Card
OSFC/BOB bump-board

What happens if our camera doesn’t work or dies?
Coming into tournament weekend...please be sure your battery is
charged. If its low after Day 1, charge it so it’s ready for Day 2. BUT, if
that should happen, we may have a backup camera available for use
(subject to availability).
If this is your situation, please call one of our tournament directors at
the numbers below:
Jim Erdman – 920.379-9052
Glenn Curran – 920.410.0313
Chris Anderson – 920.379.4907
Curt Stam – 920.858.8494

What if we 0.00 on Day 1?
You still need to return you SD card, your clip board and registration
sheet. We wish you better luck on Day 2!
If you will not be fishing on Day 2, you also must return the bump
board.
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acceptable bump board measuring
An Angler’s Guide to the OSFC/BOB Catch-Record-Release (CRR) Walleye Tournament

There is only one acceptable way to hold the fish on bump
board. Bump of board to your left, nose of fish to the left,
and belly of fish toward you (belly to belly). Any other way
will be a disqualified fish. See the gallery below for visual
examples of what to do and what to avoid.

Fish Correct Example:
You can clearly see the lip of the
fish touching the bump board
to the left, fish’s belly toward
the angler (belly to belly) and
clearly see the tail touching
18.25” – this fish will score 181/2” on the score card. If the
fish’s tail brushed a line, you
round up to the next line mark
for official score on card.
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acceptable bump board measuring
An Angler’s Guide to the OSFC/BOB Catch-Record-Release (CRR) Walleye Tournament

There is only one acceptable way to hold the fish on bump board. Bump of
board to your left, nose of fish to the left, and belly of fish toward you (belly
to belly). Any other way will be a disqualified fish. See the gallery below
for visual examples of what to do and what to avoid.

Cannot See Tail Example:
Cannot see the tail under the
hand. This fish would be
disqualified.

Cannot See Head Example:
Cannot see the head of the fish
under the hand. This fish would
be disqualified.
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acceptable bump board measuring
It is expected anglers review the rules and photo examples and we strongly recommended you
follow Otter Street and Battle on Bago on Facebook to keep up with all updates

Fish Upside Down Example:
Fish belly is away from the
angler. This fish would be
disqualified.

Fish Backwards Example:
The tail is left. This fish would be
disqualified.
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score card & conversion chart
Official score card and conversion chart for the 2022
OSFC/Battle CRR Walleye Tournament.

sample filled out score card for reference:
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important tips & reminders
Anglers must bring their own digital camera. One that is
compatible with the SD card pictured on pg.1
This is our 2nd year championing the CRR format, but we
recognize its still a relatively new concept to many. If
you'd like more information or have questions, please
contact one of our tournament directors. We are
committed to helping you understand your role and
responsibilities.
Fish Registration is open between 2pm - 6pm on Friday,
June 17th.
As always, the rules meeting is mandatory. One team
member MUST attend, 6pm at tournament
headquarters. Review all tourney rules here. Can also
be found in the application on our websites.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS CONTACT INFO:
Jim Erdman – 920.379-9052
Glenn Curran – 920.410.0313
Chris Anderson – 920.379.4907
Curt Stam – 920.858.8494

FOLLOW US ONLINE FOR EVENT UPDATES
Otter Street Fishing Club
Battle on Bago
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why CRR?
CRR stands for Catch-Record-Release, which
essentially means that when a fish gets caught,
they are measured, recorded for the angler’s
tournament weigh ins and released
immediately….dramatically reducing the kill rate
of the fish, while still providing a fun and
competitive tournament.
Every angler that fishes the tournament pays a
conservation fee that is added to their entry fee.
Conservation is of utmost importance to our
organization, so in 2021 we were proud to
champion the CRR format for our event. The CRR
format will be the format for the 2022 Walleye
tournament and beyond.
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event sponsors

Otter Street & Battle on Bago thank you generous event sponsors for the 2022 event.
We wouldn't be able to give away $125,000 in cash and prizes without them. Be sure
to show your support!
We also greatly thank our volunteers; without them, the tournament would not run
nearliy as smoothly. If you see a volunteer, please show your appreciation!
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